Art in the Park: Commonwealth Park Adventure Map

How many interesting artworks can you find in Commonwealth Park? With this Adventure Map you will discover them on a self-guided walk.

1. This artwork is Sir Robert Menzies who was our longest serving Prime Minister! He was a very tall man, who helped to build Canberra. Measure yourself against his statue. Draw yourself.

2. This artwork is called Play Sculpture. Look closely. How many shapes can you find? Name them.

3. How many birds can you count in this sculpture? What kind of birds might they be?
What animals can you find here? Think of another animal that you would like to see by the water.

Draw them

This big blue sculpture is called “Zugzwang”. What does this sculpture remind you of?

Pause for a moment on your walk. Close your eyes. Listen carefully. What animals can you hear?

Draw the animals

You’ve found our sculptures. Get creative. Design a new sculpture for the park.

Draw your sculpture